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a garden
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a garden
sibiu 2007 (european cultural capital)
parcul unirii,
installing process, vernissage
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the old city center of sibiu used to be, 
until recently, a big garden. many say that 
its restoration would mean restoring the 
garden. however, the positioning of the 
sculpture ensemble “a garden” in the new 
city center allows us to conclude that 
the historical center stands the chance 
of becoming, in a fortunate future, the 
garden of the new center.
in the process of reorganizing the urban 
space of sibiu, we  find ourselves in the 
middle of  events, in the heart of a garden, 
of a public park – with the seeds placed 

here by the sculptor liviu mocan.
the architects’ hope - and mine personally, 
as chief-architect of the city, is that these 
grains would bring forth the reviving of 
the city, in a renewed city center.
certainly, this would also mean a 
mentality revival, a desire to recall history 
from the platform of suspended gardens: 
on one side the old city center, on the 
other, the făgărași – the picturesque and 
geographical core that sustains sibiu.
the tower of cisnadioara gate, that 
separates intra muros from extra muros, 

could become an exhibition space where 
contemporary artists could organize 
very interesting painting and sculpture 
exhibitions in the future.
we hope that the atmosphere of these 
events, together with this motto of the 
seed element will echo like the garden of 
a church, like the garden of a new future. 

szabolcs guttman,
sibiu’s chief architect

it has been our immense pleasure and 
honor to be able to host in march 2007, in 
the heart of sibiu - the european capital of 
culture in 2007 - the opening of the outdoor 
sculpture exhibition entitled “a garden”,
a spectacular unity of contemporaneity in 
vision and eternity in message, fastened 
in the solid structure of stone. it is due to 
the special, almost dramatic posture of the 
seeds that the eyes of the pedestrians
cannont remain distant, and their hearts a 
cold piece of rock. we pray that it is in the 
essence of the modeled stone, where they 

will find the essence of eternity, and that 
“the seeds” in “the garden” will be able to 
bear spiritual fruit in the heart and mind of
every gazer or simple pedestrian. let the 
stones therefore speak!

anca sinea,
chairman terra foundation

people of all nations
rooted in dust
squared, with pain on their faces
imprisoned by death search toward  
east being transformed in a new body
round/rounded, cylindrical
that ascends toward perfection

hans klein,
theologian
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